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Big Idea

Muslim’s Build an Empire

Essential Question

Who succeeded Muhammad as the leader of the 
Islam?
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Words To Know

Caliph – the successor to Muhammad as the political and 

religious leader of the Muslims.

Caliphate – an empire that was ruled by a caliph.

Golden Age – a period of great wealth (money), prosperity, 

cultural and scientific achievement in areas such as art, 

science, literature and math.

Let’s Set The Stage…

The Early Islamic World was a period of rapid expansion for both the Islamic 
Empire and the religion of Islam. While Europe was stuck in the dark ages, the
Middle East was experiencing a time of economic prosperity and scientific 
advancement. 
The Islamic Golden Age was a period when science, culture, technology, 
education, and the arts flourished throughout the Islamic Empire. This period 
lasted from around 790 CE to 1258 CE. The cultural center during this time 
was the city of Baghdad which also served as the capital of the Abbasid 
Caliphate. 

https://www.ducksters.com/geography/middleeast.php
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The First Four Caliphs
Under the direction of the caliphs (successors to 
Muhammad), the Islamic empire continued to spread in 
influence, wealth and power. 

The first four caliphs were close friends and relatives of 
Muhammad. 

The Islamic Empire Expands
Through their military might they greatly expanded the 
borders of Islam, bringing their once great neighbors, the 
Persians, completely under their control. 

These leaders also conquered much of the Byzantine 
empire.
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The Islamic Empire Expands

• Through their military might they greatly expanded the 
borders of Islam, bringing their once great neighbors, the 
Persians, completely under their control. 

• These leaders also conquered much of the Byzantine 
empire.

By 650 A.D., the Islamic Empire expanded to much of the 
lands around the Mediterranean Sea, including Egypt, 
Persia, Iraq, Iran, and surrounding regions.
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Shi’ites and Sunnis
When Muhammad died, Muslims had disagreed about 
how to choose the next leader of the Islamic community. 

One group felt Muhammad’s descendants (relatives) 
should succeed him and be the next leader of the Muslim 
community. 

They focused on Ali, Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law.

These are called Shi’ites [minority view]. 

Ali
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Those who believed any good Muslim could lead the 
community were called Sunnis [majority view].

Like the schism  between Roman Catholic and Eastern 
Orthodox Christians, the division between Sunni and 
Shiite Muslims still exists today. 
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Members of both branches of Islam believe in the same God, 
look to the Quran for guidance, and follow the Pillars of 
Islam. 

The Umayyad Caliphate was the first Muslim dynasty and 
ruled from 661 to 750 AD.
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The Dome of the Rock
During this time, in Jerusalem, the Dome of the Rock was 
built. 

It was the first monumental building in Islamic history 
and Islam’s third holiest place of worship.  

Abbasid Caliphate
The Abbasid dynasty ruled from 750 – 1258 AD.
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The Abbasid dynasty tried to create an empire based on 
the equality of all Muslims.

Over time, the Abbasid dynasty held great wealth and 
power as the Muslim civilization flourished.

Abbasid Golden Age
The Abbasid Caliphate is considered the Golden Age of 
Islam because there was a long period of stability (peace), 
learning and innovation (inventions). 
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As a result of its location at a crossroads of trade between Europe, 
Asia, North Africa and the Middle East, major trading and religious 
centers like Baghdad, Cairo and Mecca became prosperous cities 
that attracted merchants and scholars (students). 

Abbasid Decline
From 1000 to 1258 AD, the Islamic state began to see a long 
slow period of decline. 

The massive empire that had been conquered by Islam, 
and brought under the rule of one leader began to break 
apart into smaller groups led by local leaders.
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Essential Question Answered
Who succeeded Muhammad as the leader of the Islam?

After Muhammed died in 632 AD his followers were 
unsure who would lead the Muslim community. 

Under the direction of the caliphs (successors to 
Muhammad), the Islamic empire continued to spread in 
influence, wealth and power. 

Even as the Islamic empire expanded its territory, there 
were still disagreements on how to choose the next 
leader of the Islamic community. 

Shi’ites [minority view] believed Muhammad’s 
descendants (relatives) should be the next leaders of the 
Muslim community. 

Sunnis [majority view] believed any good Muslim could 
lead the community.

The division between Sunni and Shiite Muslims still 
exists today.

Essential Question Answered
Who succeeded Muhammad as the leader of the Islam?
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Essential Question Answered

Two dynasties ruled the Islamic empire, even as 
divisions among the Islamic community grew.

The Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties ruled the Islamic 
empire from 661 – 1258 AD.  

During the Abbasid Dynasty, a long period of peace led 
to a Golden Age.

Who succeeded Muhammad as the leader of the Islam?


